I Love Lucy – S0507

‘Face To Face’
Vocabulary

- swanky: estilo, a la moda
- joint: antro, tugurio
‘Good night and good luck’


• prominence with a series of radio news broadcasts during World War II, which were followed by millions of listeners in the United States and Canada.

• Many journalists consider Murrow one of journalism's greatest figures.

• Honesty and integrity in delivering the news.

• Pioneer of television news broadcasting

• Murrow produced a series of TV news reports that helped lead to the censure of Senator Joseph McCarthy.
‘Good night and good luck’

• **This... is London.**
  – Lead in line to his broadcasts from London, England during World War II

• **Good night, and good luck.**
  – Sign off line of his radio and TV broadcasts.

• **The politician is ... trained in the art of inexactitude. His words tend to be blunt or rounded, because if they have a cutting edge they may later return to wound him.**
  – Address at London Guildhall (19 October 1959)

• **We are in the same tent as the clowns and the freaks — that's show business.**
  – As quoted by Bill Moyers CBS TV (10 September 1986)

• **The obscure we see eventually. The completely obvious, it seems, takes longer.**
  – As quoted in *Mad about Physics : Braintwisters, Paradoxes, and Curiosities* (2001) by Christopher Jargodzki